
 

 

 

 

Cable Television: Briefing Paper  

      Richard A. Gershon, Ph.D.                   

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
A cable television system is a communication system that distributes broadcast and satellite- 
 
delivered programming by means of coaxial and/or fiber optic cable to people’s homes.  
 
The standard cable television system consists of three parts, including: the head-end point,  
 
the  distribution network and the receiving equipment.  The cable distribution network is  
 
patterned after a tree and branch architecture using a combination of fiber optic and coaxial  
 
cable. The head-end point is the cable system’s master receiving site for all incoming broadcast  
 
and satellite-fed programming. The cable operator uses both over-the-air television antennas  



 

 

 
and satellite earth stations to receive, down convert and process all incoming signals. 
 
  The signals from the head-end point are distributed to population centers 
 
(or neighborhoods) on heavy-duty cable called trunk lines. The trunk lines are generally attached  
 
to utility poles. Since the start of the 1990s, the technical capabilities of cable operating systems  
 
have been greatly enhanced with the integration of fiber optic cable. The physical design of  
 
today’s cable operating systems has evolved into hybrid-fiber coax (HFC) structure. 
 
  In a modern HFC cable plant, the trunk cables and amplifiers are replaced by fiber optic  
 
cable that runs directly from the head-end point to an optical node in a neighborhood (referred  
 
to as fiber-to-the-node). The node converts the optical signal into an RF signal which is then  
 
passed on to the end user’s home via coaxial cable. Optical nodes are spaced to serve a  
 
neighborhood ranging between 500 and 1,000 homes.  Another important benefit of the HFC  
 
architecture is that it enables the user to engage in reliable two-way interactive communication  
 
with the cable head-end point, thus making possible high-speed Internet access and enhanced  
 
information services.1   This can be seen in Figure 3.1. 
 
  Today’s cable television systems use coaxial cable as the primary transmission medium  
 
(or conduit) for television signals to the home.  Coaxial cable’s principal conductor is either                  
 
a pure copper or copper-coated wire. The single conductor (wire) is protected by surrounding  
 
insulation. The cable is encased in a heavy protective sheath of plastic or vinyl.  This can be seen  
 
in Figure 3.2.  In a typical cable system, the drop line coming into the subscriber’s home connects  
 
to a digital converter box that ties directly to the user’s television set.  Most television sets are  
 
equipped with a converter unit that has been built into the television set, thus making it cable  



 

 

 
ready.  The digital converter box performs several important functions. 

1 It receives the incoming signal and reassigns that signal to a predetermined set of carrier    
       frequencies. 
 

       2 It allows television users to access their cable television system (i.e., channel selection). 

      3 It manages internal security to the system (i.e., making sure that the viewer has access  
       to  only those program services that have been requested from the cable operator). 

It is capable of providing smart feature elements, including digital video recording capability 

and providing access to OTT video-on-demand programming. 

Figure 1. 
Cable Television HFC Network Architecture 

 

Figure 2. 
Coaxial Cable as a Transmission Medium 

 



 

 

The Business of Cable Television 

The business of cable television consists of two primary sets of players, including: the cable 

television operator and the cable program supplier. The cable operator is responsible for 

providing cable television service to the community. The cable operator packages a diverse set  

of program services and charges subscribers a fee accordingly. Comcast, Cox Cable and Charter 

Communication are all examples of multiple system operators (MSOs); that is, cable companies 

that own multiple systems nationwide. Table 3.1 provides a listing of America’s top ten 

multichannel video program subscription services for the year 2021 based on the total number  

of subscribing households. This includes cable MSOs, Over-the-Top Video Streaming Services, 

Direct Broadcast Satellite and Telephone Multichannel Television Service Providers.  

Table 1 

Top 10 Video Subscription Services 

 

 



 

 

The Cable Programmer 

The cable programmer is responsible for delivering program services to the cable operator.  

A program supplier can include both the broadcast television networks (ABC, CBS, NBC,  

FOX, etc.) and cable network suppliers (ESPN, CNN, Discovery, History Channel, USA, etc.). 

Program suppliers break down into two major categories, including advertiser-supported 

services (CBS, NBC, ESPN, CNN, etc.) and pay-supported services (HBO, Showtime, STARZ, etc.).  

The cable operator will typically pay a licensing fee for the better known and more established 

cable network services like ESPN, CNN and USA Network. The licensing fee is based on the 

popularity of the cable network service as well as viewership levels. As an example, the average 

household pays an estimated $9.06 per month for ESPN as part of their overall cable television 

bill.2 This includes ESPN, ESPN 2, ESPN U, ESPN Deportes).  In contrast, the cable operator has 

not historically paid a licensing fee for broadcast television service. This has changed significantly 

in light of retransmission consent.3 In principle, the broadcast network (or local station) is given 

financial compensation in the form of cash payments and/or extra channel assignments to 

support various kinds of broadcast and cable television program initiatives. 

Deregulation and the Advancement of Cable Television 

Beginning in the early 1980s, the U.S. under the Reagan administration actively promoted the 

cause of economic deregulation. The policy was designed to foster greater economic 

competition by allowing the marketplace to establish priorities and professional standards of 

business conduct rather than needless government intervention. Perhaps no one championed 

the cause of deregulation more than the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) under          



 

 

the leadership of its former Chairman, Mark Fowler. It was during Fowler’s tenure at the FCC        

that telecommunications in the U.S. experienced the most dramatic effects of deregulation put 

into practice, including the passage of the Cable Communications Policy Act of 1984.4 

The passage of the Cable Act of 1984 was a watershed event in helping to advance the  

cause of cable television in the U.S. Cable operators were now given the ability to adjust service 

and rates more flexibly in response to market conditions. In a few short years, the cable industry 

experienced dramatic growth both in terms of subscribers as well as the number of operating 

systems. In 1975, there were an estimated two million basic cable subscribing households.              

In 2000, the cable industry reached a one-time high of 66.6 million subscribing households. 

Since then, the cable industry has experienced a steady decline in subscriber numbers, largely 

due to competition from the direct broadcast satellite industry, telephone-based multichannel 

television services as well as the dramatic shift towards Over-the-Top (OTT) television services.  

In the U.S. today, cable TV is the primary means of delivering multichannel television service to 

the home. Basic cable television is taken by an estimated 43 million subscribing households.  

The advent of digital cable has meant an increase in subscriber use in such areas as high-speed 

Internet access (82 million households) and digital voice (25 million households). Figure 3. 

provides an overview of cable television penetration and usage rates in the U.S. 

 

 

 



 

 

Figure 3. 
Cable Services and Penetration Rate 

 

Changing the American Television Landscape 

Cable television has fundamentally changed the American television landscape in six important 

ways. They include: (1) increasing the level of consumer choice, (2) the development of narrow-

casted television services, (3) leveling the electronic playing field and (4) exercising a critical 

gatekeeping function, (5) becoming the principle purveyor of high-speed Internet access and  

(6) providing the foundation for today’s smart homes design and configurations.  

    Cable’s most enduring contribution to the field of television programming is that it has given 

subscribers a greater selection of choice. In 1986, there were sixty-plus cable network services  

as compared to the 900-plus cable network services available today. Much of that programming 

is narrowcasted; that is, the programming is targeted to a more narrowly defined audience. 

Examples of narrowcasted programming can be seen in such program services as: CNN (news), 

ESPN (sports), The Disney Channel (children’s entertainment), The Food Network (food, culinary 



 

 

interests) and The History Channel (history/news information) to name only a few.  

The value to advertisers is a more clearly defined set of viewer demographics. Table 3.3 provides 

a listing of the top ten basic cable television network services in the U.S. based on subscribers. 

Cable television has leveled the electronic playing field in terms of distribution. Cable can  

be considered the great equalizer in terms of providing equal access to a variety of broadcast 

and cable programmers.  The principle of equal access becomes especially important for smaller 

VHF and UHF television stations that have a long history of not being seen due to poor reception 

and/or their channel positioning on UHF rotary dials. 

In today’s television market, the cable operator exercises a critical gatekeeping function in 

the selection and channel positioning of television program services. The quality and diversity  

of program services is largely determined by the actual size of the cable system and its channel 

capacity. In sum, not being carried on a cable system can mean virtual obscurity for large and 

small stations alike. The problem becomes especially acute in those communities where a cable 

operator has a penetration rate of 70 to 80 percent.  

      The cable industry has repositioned itself as it looks to the future and serves as the major 

purveyor of high-speed Internet access, as well as a variety of enhanced information services, 

including Over-the-top video streaming services, remote working at home, electronic banking  

as well as smart home design. 
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